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ALLEN VS. DAVIS. 

Where two persons agree to join their forces, and cultivate a corn crop, and 
divide the product, it is a partnership, and the product, until divided, is 
the joint property, and in the joint possession of the two contracting 
parties, and one of them cannot bring an action against the other therefor. 

Where two are making a corn crop in partnership, one employs the other to 
finish the crop, empowers him to sell his interest in it, pay himself out of
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the proceeds for his labor in completing the crop, and also a debt due him 
from the otber, this is a power coupled with an interest, and cannot be 
revoked. 

In such case, the party empowered to sell the corn, is the agent of the other, 
and cannot be sued for the balance of proceeds of the corn until after 
demanded and refusal to pay over. 

Appeal from Independence Circuit Court. 

On the 10th May, 1847, George W. Davis sued Aaron Allen, 
before a Justice of the Peace of Independence county, on an 
account for "350 bushels of corn, $100.00." 

Allen filed an off-set against Davis as follows : 
"1846—For one horse sold you,	$50 00 

Taking care of corn crop 
after you left, and gath-
ering the same,	 $50 00— —$100 00." 

Judgment before the Justice for Davis, and Allen appealed to 
the Circuit Court, where the case was tried by a jury, and verdict 
in favor of Davis for $54.80. 

Allen moved for a new trial, on the grounds that the verdict 
of the jury was contrary to law, the instructions of the Court 
and the evidende—that the evidence showed that Davis and Allen 
were partners in the crop, and that no settlement was ever made 
between them, or balance struck—that the evidence proved Allen 
to be lawfully and properly in possession of the corn, that there was 
no proof that the corn was ever sold by him, but that the whole 
matter still remained unsettled at the time the suit was commenced, 
and that there was no proof of demand by Davis on Allen for 
the corn before suit. 

The Court overruled the motion, Allen excepted, and set out 
the evidence, &c. 

The substance of the evidence is stated in the opinion of this 
court. 

At the instance of Allen, the court instructed the jury, "that 
if the jury find from the evidence, that Allen had charge of the 
corn in question, as the agent of Davis, and disposed of said
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corn under such agency, in such case, Davis cannot sustain an 
action for the proceeds of said corn, until demand made." 

The Court instructed the jury, at the instance of Davis—"that 
although Davis constituted Allen his agent in the premises, yet, 
Davis had a right to revoke such agency at any time." 

Allen appealed to this court. 

BYERS & PATTERSON, for the appellant. There was no evidence 
of the revocation of the agency of Allen, or sale of the corn, or 
demand by Davis. (3 Ark. 75. 5 ib. 93. 1 Eng. 38, 385.) Nor 
would an action lay even after demand, as Allen has a lien on 
Davis' part of the crop, and the power to sell the same was cou-
pled with an interest. Story on Agency 608. As the parties were 
partners, no action at law would lie, until account stated and 
balance struck. Story on Part., secs. 15, 16, 17, 18, 219, and notes. 

FAIRCHILD, contra, contended that the verdict of the jury was 
not contrary to evidence, and as upon the whole facts of the case 
the verdict was right, this court would not interfere with the 
discretion of the court below in refusing a new trial : that Allen 
was not the agent of Davis, and no demand was necessary, and 
upon the conversion, Davis had a cause of action, (3 Barb. Rep. 
66. 14 John Rep, 169. 16 John. 225. 9 B. Mon.;) that the 
authority of Allen to dispose of the corn terminated on the re-
turn of Davis, (Story on Bail. sec. 366, 208 :) that no partnership 
existed between the parties. 5 Ark. 65. 4 ib. 425. 7 B. Mon. 
398. Heran v. Hall, 1 B. Mon. 159. Post v. Kimberly, 9 J. R. 
470. 2 J. Cas. 331. 20 J. R. 635. 

Mr. Chief Justice JOHNSON delivered the opinion of the Court. 
There can be no question but that the parties to this suit origi-

nally entered into a contract of partnership in the cultivation 
of the corn crop in 1846. The terms of the contract were that 
the appellant (Allen) was to furnish the land, three horses, and 
as many hands, and that the appellee (Davis) was to furnish one 
horse and one hand for the purpose of cultivating the crop, and
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when it should be gathered, Davis was to have, for his share, 
one-fifth, and Allen the residue. This contract was afterwards 
changed, and it was then agreed between them that Allen should 
put in two horses and as many hands, and that Davis should put 
in one horse and one hand, and that the latter, instead of one-
fifth, should receive one-fourth of the crop, and that the former 
should be entitled to the residue. 

A partnership, as between the parties themselves, is a volun-
tary contract between two or more persons for joining together 
their money, goods, labor and skill, or any or all of them, under 
an understanding that there shall be a conununion of profit be-
tween them, and for the purpose of carrying on a legal trade, 
business or calling. See Collyer on Partnership, at page 2, and 
the notes at the bottom of the same page. Here, the parties, 
under an express agreement, joined together their horses, hands 
and labor, for the purpose of carrying on the business of cropping 
for the year 1846, and according to the contract they were to 
receive certain proportions of the proceeds, when matured and 
gathered. The effect of this contract, therefore, being to create a 
joint interest, and also a joint possession, and it not appear-
ing what particular quantity each should receive, but left solely 
to depend upon the result of their joint labors, it is clear that, 
whilst this state of things continued, no action at law could be 
maintained by the one against the other. It is in proof, however, 
that the appellee, before the crop was finished, determined to 
leave the place, that he did so, with the consent of the appel-
lant, but that before he left he made an agreement with the ap-
pellant that he should finish the crop and gather it, and then 
send it to New Orleans, and sell it, or sell it at home, as he 
should think best, and to pay himself fifty dollars out of his 
share, it being the price of a horse which he had purchased of 
him, and also to pay himself for his extra trouble in completing 
the cultivation, gathering and selling the crop, and it was further 
agreed that, in case there should be anything remaining of the 
appellee's share, after paying for the horse and the extra ex-
penses occasioned by his absence in finishing, gathering and sell-
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ing the crop, that the appellant should account to him for the 
same. By this latter contract, the appellant was expressly au-
thorized by the appellee to take his share of the crop to New 
Orleans, or to sell it at home, as he might think fit, and after 
having thus disposed of the same, to retain in his hands, a sum 
sufficient to satisfy him for his horse, and also his extra expenses 
in cultivating, gathering and selling said crop. Here was a 
power to sell, coupled with an interest in the proceeds of the 
sale, and consequently,. such power, as has been repeatedly 
ruled by this court, was not subject to revocation by the party 
who made it. To this, it might be objected that, although such 
is the law, yet it cannot be allowed to prevail in this case, inas-
much as the court below instructed differently, and that no excep-
tion has been taken to that instruction. This would be a strong po-
sition in case the instructions were supported by facts going to 
show a revocation, or from which a jury would be authorized to 
draw such an inference. Such facts, however, we do not con-
ceive to exist. True it is, that in the early part of 1847, after 
the appellee had returned from the service of the United States 
as a volunteer, and whilst the entire crop was lying in a pile on 
the bank of White river, in readiness and waiting for a boat, he 
was heard to demand of the appellant a measurement of the 
corn before it was put upon the boat. He simply demanded a 
measurement before the crop should be taken into the boat, but 
never intimated a desire to revoke the authority theretofore given 
to the appellant to dispose of his share, and to retain a sufficiency 
of the proceeds to pay him for his horse, and his additional ex-
penses in cultivating, gathering and disposing of the crop. There 
was certainly nothing in that which could amount to a revoca-
tion, or even to authorize a jury to infer it. All that could be 
legitimately inferred from it, was that he either had a curiosity to 
know what his share would amount to, or that he might have 
data from which he might be able after the appellant's return to 
ascertain whether he had honestly and faithfully discharged the 
trust which he had reposed in him. There being no facts or 
circumstances upon which such an instruction could be predica-
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ted, it is clear, that whether correct or not, in point of law, it 
could have no practical operation. From this view of the case, 
it is manifest that, even admitting that the relation of part-
ners had been broken up by the appointment of the one as the 
agent of the other in the sale and disposition of the proceeds, 
yet no action could arise to the party claiming the residue, with-
out a demand made before the institution of suit. In this re-
spect, the testimony is wholly at fault, nor does it even appear 
that the crop has been disposed of, and much less what would 
remain to be paid over to the appellee after the price of the 
horse and additional expenses of cultivating, gathering and dis-
posing of the crop, had been deducted from his share. We have 
no hesitation, therefore, in saying that the verdict is not only 
contrary to the law, but that it is also unsupported by the evi-
dence. The judgment of the Circuit Court of Independence 
county herein rendered, is consequently reversed, and the cause 
remanded, with instructions to be proceeded in according to law, 
and not inconsistent with this opinion.


